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Focus on Primary Loop
Can is 8m diameter by 12m tall 

Contains the primary loop  
(pump, pot, and primary heat exchanger) 

557 MWth / 258 MWe 
Fuelsalt flow 3 tonnes/sec, 1m^3/sec  

Pot is 5.5m tall by 5m diameter 
Contains moderator - the only place where fission 

can take place 
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Reactor Design
Can + Fuelsalt Drain Tank (FDT)


 8m diameter by 15m tall

400 tonnes (450 tonnes with fuelsalt)


These (plus the fuelsalt shipping cask) contain the 
fuelsalt.


All fission, fissile material, and nearly all fission 
products remain in this container.


The Can/FDT is changed out after 4 years of use. 
Keeps radioactive material inside this sealed vessel.


Can internals allowed to expand downward but 
restrained horizontally.


If over temperature the freeze valve passively opens 
and drains the fuelsalt into the drain tanks 

 
Green drain tank below the red Can


Removes decay heat.

Ensures non-criticality. 
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Freeze Valve / Drain Time

Duplicate ORNL design used in MSRE 
Four times the salt so we put in four freeze valves 

ORNL measured drain times 9-11 minutes 
Verify in CFD and by analysis



Once into drain tank, radiative heat transfer remove heat 
Natural circulation within the drain tank distributes the heatNatural circulation distributes the heat

In an emergency salt is drained into the drain tanks.

Within an hour of drain the radiated heat exceeds the decay heat and the temperature slowly starts decreasing.


Creep damage is limited to consume 0.5% of creep lifetime.

http://drive.google.com/file/d/1GnIZotJqBz0lYqYBEpoDYpGK9m9rsyQu/view


CHD Code ThorCon Model
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Transient #2 - Flow&Power Ramp
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Transient #3 - Fukushima-Eq. Scenario
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Fuel Flexibility
● Easily accommodates a variety of fuels 

● Baseline design:  
● 20% enriched uranium (LEU20) plus thorium for startup, LEU20 makeup 
● fuel costs $0.005 per kWhr 
● generates about half of its own fuel 
● 47 kg Pu/GWe-yr (compared to around 300kg for LWR) 

● Backup plan in case LEU20 isn’t available when we need it 
● use <5% enriched uranium for startup and makeup 
● replace fuel every couple of years 

● Consume existing plutonium 
● Reactor can also be used to consume plutonium 
● either separated spent fuel plutonium from LWRs 
● US weapons grade plutonium (estimated 34 tonnes)



Four Year Cycle & Direct Access => 
Rapid Evolution 

Cans

Steam Generators
Heat Exchanger

Pumps

Hatches allow direct access 
to replace any component.   
Easy upgrade path with new 
components. 

 
Possible because of the low  
pressure.



ThorConIsle: Complete Factory Built 500 MWe Plant

Minimize local labor 
Build time one year 
Two years order to grid once permits are granted 
Use oceans as freeway



Handles 100 year north sea storm (9m waves, 1g accelerations) 
Aircraft strike. 

   Exterior walls are 25mm steel, 3m space, 25mm steel 
Modeled largest GE engine as a rigid body (very conservative) 

If space filled with concrete or sand rigid body striker 
penetrates 150mm then bounces off. 

Need improved striker model to evaluate space fill with  water. 

Earthquake 
Expect no problem with 0.8g Safe Shutdown Earthquake 

No spec for Operating Basis Earthquake

Finite element modeling



Pre-licensing review planned to start in January 
 
Ministry of energy has officially requested a study to 
confirm economics and to select a site for the 500 MWe 
demonstration reactor. 

Regulator is updating regulations to allow a reactor 
to be first licensed in Indonesia.

Politics and Regulation
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